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““A Lamp in a Windless Place that Flickers not”: 
The Ontology of Presence and the Actors Lab in Sri Lanka 

 
Saumya Liyanage*   

University of the Visual and Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka 
 
 

Abstract: In 2019, a group of researchers at the University of the Visual and Performing Arts 
(UVPA), Colombo, Sri Lanka, established an actor training program funded by AHEAD DOR 
HEMS 73 (Accelerating Higher Education Expansion and Development) project. This 
performance research project intended to explore the usefulness of the Sri Lankan martial art 
form known as angampora to train contemporary actors. Sixteen amateur actors/dancers were 
recruited, and they were trained under the angampora Master, Guru Karun p la, for five months. 
Weekly training sessions were conducted at the angampora training centre in Mirihana, 
Nugegoda, and their embodied ways of learning angampora were observed and documented 
through personal diaries, interviews, videos and photographs. One of the key questions that was 
asked in this project is whether the angampora martial art was capable of developing an actor’s 
bodily stillness and presence on stage. This idea of presence is central to performer training 
discourse and is being further contested by many theorists and practitioners. Cognitive 
Phenomenology further explores the absent body that is always behind in bodily comportments 
of daily activities and extra-daily enactments. Body of presence and body of absence are the two 
key theoretical and philosophical premises that have been explored in relation to the performer’s 
presence. While arguing that an actor’s presence is a unification of inner bodymind bh va – outer 
stillness of the flesh chalana, and the perception of the audience, this paper provides the 
preliminary survey of the idea of presence in the actor’s art and its conundrum in actor training 
paradigms.  
 
Keywords: Angampora, presence, stillness, bodymind, self-cultivation, phenomenology, actor 
training. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The Actors Lab in Sri Lanka is a collective of actors and researchers who established an actor 

training laboratory in 2021 to experiment with the Sri Lankan martial art form, angampora, and 

its efficacy in contemporary actor training methods. The six-month actor training laboratory is 

supported by the AHEAD DOR HEMS 73 (Accelerating Higher Education Expansion and 

Development) Project funded by the Ministry of Higher Education in Sri Lanka and the World 

Bank.1 At the initial stages of the proposal submission and establishment of the Actors Lab, it 

was aligned with the metaphor of the ‘lamp in a windless place’ which is an attempt to identify 

one of the key elements in an actor’s art – the self-cultivation of bodily presence. The idea of 

presence in acting has been a key theoretical and ontological premise in acting theory and 

practice. Moreover, it is an elusive concept that elevates the actor’s art into metaphysical and 

ideological debates.2 

Building upon the notion that the paradigms of actor training are culturally determined 

(Zarrilli: 2002), this research explores the discourse of presence in the performance praxis. The 

idea of presence was a key philosophical base upon which the inception of the Actors Lab at 

UVPA Colombo was developed. Taking this basis as the grounding concept, this paper explores 

the existing debate on the actor’s presence of the body. One of the key assumptions of this 

Actors Lab project is that the presence of the actor is visible to the gaze of the onlooker when it 

is absent from the performer. Hence this paper argues that the actor’s presence is not a 

 
1 The establishment of  actor training laboratories was somewhat common approach that the European and 
American actor training traditions have been practicing since early 21st century. These laboratory experimentations 
focused on Asia as a source of  corporeal knowledge and a means of  learning psychophysical training through rituals 
and dance dramas. Writers such as Frank Camilleri has vehemently criticized these approaches to actor training and 
has argued that there are marketability and commodification of  bodies that are trained and developed in laboratory 
settings and ethical framework allow the projects to be understood as free and unique while the ideological 
frameworks function as myriad structures of  regulations and governance of  laboratory settings (Camilleri 2009: 29).   
2 The concepts such as ‘stillness’ and ‘presence’ have been in the actor training discourse for the last few decades and 
there are supporters and opponents to this idea of  the body presence. Elinor Fuchs is critical to this debate about 
the actor’s presence or aura and argues that this debate was valid in late 60s and 70s but has lost its accountability 
later. Yet I am somewhat pessimistic about his argument because, though the idea of  stillness or the presence has 
been a topic of  actor training in late 1960s in the West, the concept of  stillness and the presence have been in Asian 
theatre traditions from centuries ago (Fuchs 1986). Further this concept was very popular among avant guards in 
European theatre after they encountered Asian theatre. The Colonial othering has been a heated debate on how 
these avant guards have borrowed or adapted Asian corporeal arts within the framework of  culture-savage binary. 
However, this idea of  presence cannot be fully dismissed even if  its validity is fading away in the American or 
European performer training traditions.  
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monolithic entity but, as Raina argues, a “sociopsychophysical” enactment (2015: 327) that is 

performed and appreciated by the audience. 

The idea of bodily presence has extensively been discussed in theatre studies as well as in 

actor training paradigms that have been influenced by Asian corporeal arts (Barba 1988, Zarrilli 

1988, Phelan 1988, Auslander 2008). Eugenio Barba, as one of the proponents of the idea of 

presence, argued that the performer’s effectiveness is measured through the level of pre-

expressivity and is a deciding factor of being an individual and an artist. (Barba 1995: 105).  Peggy 

Phelan has argued that presence of a performer is related to the ability to be “convincing,” 

“commanding,” “captivating” and trick the audience into believing the character portrayed on 

stage. By contrast, Phillip Auslander argued how contemporary intermedial theatre challenges the 

idea of presence by human-post-human embodiment of acting, particularly in post-dramatic 

theatre (eds Krasner, Saltz 2006: 22-131). Philosopher Jacques Derrida’s concept of différance 

challenges the pre-existence of meanings and the arbitrary signification of the actor’s presence 

(ibid). As Derrida posits, meanings are generated through the play of différance – in the context of 

the actor’s art, the idea of presence comes into play with the idea of absence.  

 
Figure 1: Seated buddha (Sa  
Photo: https://www.attractionsinsrilanka.com/travel-directory/samadhi-buddha-statue/ 
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2. Body as a burning flame  

 

The phrase “a lamp in a windless place that flickers not” is found in the Indian classical poetry 

called Bhagawad G t  (Arnold, 2012).3 The literary meaning of this metaphor is “burning flame 

without movement” and it refers to the Yogic meditator who sits and meditates while 

maintaining “stillness” in the upper body (Coomaraswamy 2006: 301). Writing on the origin of 

the Buddha figure, Coomaraswamy explains how the Bhagavad G t  describes the posture of a 

seated yogi and the mindfulness achieved through meditation. Furthermore, he observes that a 

similar account can also be found in the Buddhist canonical text, Digha Nik ya sutta 22.4 The 

Buddha’s Samadhi statue in Sri Lanka portrays a similar posture of dhy na mudr : Buddha sits 

cross-legged and the palms of the hands cross over each other and relaxed on the lap. The 

meaning of the Samadhi posture is the “state of a complete transparent mind” that mingles the 

gap between mind and body (Yasuo 1993: 22). 

‘Samadhi through continual sitting’ and ‘Samadhi through continual walking’ are two key 

methods of Buddhist self-cultivation practices that are being used both in religious and 

performance contexts (Yuasa 1993: 20-21). In seated meditation practices, the body is set into a 

still posture; the meditator’s senses and engagement with the outer environment are ceased. 

According to Zen Buddhist Master Eisai, “all engagements are discarded, everything is put to 

rest; in bodymind oneness, there is neither movement nor stillness” (1993: 21). Samadhi through 

continual motion is the mountain worship method known as Kaih gy  (1993: 20). The Cultivator 

walks continually through mountains, reciting Buddhist sittas (Texts) while keeping Buddha’s 

image in mind. As in the case of seated meditation, this state of meditation in motion attempts to 

achieve a highly transformed state of consciousness through training the motor movement of the 

bodily organs. 

It should be noted that the seated yogi’s stillness of the body and the actor’s presence 

cultivated through the assiduous practice of martial arts such as angampora are two distinctive 

approaches of somatic training. A yogi’s intention is to achieve mindfulness through meditation 

and attain nibbh na or blissfulness. Yet, the actor’s intention is to cultivate her bodymind 
 

3 yatha dipo nivata-stho nengate sopama smriti, yogino yata-chittasya yunjato yogam atmanah. Transl.: “Just as a lamp in a 
windless place does not flicker, so the disciplined mind of a yogi remains steady in meditation on the self” (B.G. 
6.19). 
4 And how, O monks, does a monk live, observant of  the body?  “Whereas, O monks, a monk, retiring to the forest, 
or to the foot of  a tree, or to some other uninhabited spot, sits him down cross-legged, with body erect and 
contemplative faculty intent and training himself  to be conscious of  all his expirations and inspirations”(2006: 301). 
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apparatuses to be effectively used in performance situations. Effective in the sense that the actor 

should be able to cultivate the habitual body that is thematized and operated as a backdrop of 

her/his enactment. The ethical and ontological dimensions of these two approaches of a Yogi 

and an actor can be distinctively separated from one another. Yet, we can draw a vital element 

from the Yogic metaphor and its achievement of psychophysical equilibrium– the notion of self-

cultivation that is common to all corporeal practices derived from traditional dance dramas and 

Yogic practices in the Asian region – to employ in actor training laboratory in enhancing the 

efficacy of performance of the actor. 

 
Figura 2: Actor, Akalanka Prabhashwara preparing for the meditation session at the beginning of routine angampora 

training at the Actors Lab, Mirihana, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka.  
Photo: AHEAD DOR HEMS 73 Project, UVPA Colombo, March 2021. 

 

Japanese actor training in Noh theatre is based on the concept of self-cultivation developed 

by Japanese master, Zeami Motokyo (Ishii 1983). Zeami has written nearly 20 treatises on Noh 

theatre and among them, five texts directly address the notion of flower; the artificial body of the 

actor. Generally speaking, the amateur actor does not experience the smooth floor of 

psychophysical movements until he gets the full habituation of his bodymind integration. Zeami’s 
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concept of the hana (flower) represents the culmination of this marriage of body and 

consciousness. He coined this state of being as the no-mind (mushin) or emptiness (k )5 of the 

actor (Yasuo 1993: 27). This is further explained in a metaphor used in Noh theatre: “The center 

of bodily movement is the ‘stillness’ in the midst of dynamism, just as the center pin of a top 

spinning at full speed remains stationary” (1993: 28). It is the body that is “apparent stillness 

filled with tremendous motion.” (Benadetti 1973: 446). As Zarrilli argues, an accomplished actor 

is one who can “manifest in practice a certain (internal and external) relationship to the specific 

act”. The internality is manifested through the actor’s bodymind and presence. The externality is 

manifested through her attunement with the performance score (Zarrilli 2002: 191). 

 

3. Stillness of the body  
 
The idea of ‘stillness of the body’ has been widely identified by acting pedagogues as one of the 

key somatic qualities of the actor’s performing body. Cean Benedetti has described this particular 

quality as “stillness at the centre” (Benedetti 1973: 467). Using his encounters with Chinese actors 

in Peking Operas and his close observations on Japanese Noh and Kabuki theatre, he describes 

the internal energy of the Noh actor and his energy management in executing an arresting 

performance while maintaining less movement of the body. He further writes: “he (Asian actor) 

has also learned how to move without moving” (1973: 466). Benedetti’s main intention was to 

introduce some key elements of Asian performance practice and invite the younger generation of 

American actors to learn the power of the presence of the actor. 

Pioneering Asian theatre scholar, A C. Scott argues on the validity of Zen Buddhism and 

its teaching on ‘action’ than ‘words’ (Scott 1975: 208). Discussing the domination of text and the 

role of language in Western theatre tradition, Scott contends that Asian theatre, especially Noh 
 

5 “No mind” or “emptiness” (Mushin) in Zeami’s theory of flower (hana) is a very ambiguous concept. According to 
Yuka Amano, Zeami’s concept of flower (hana) is not original to him but derived from medieval Japanese poetry 
and literature. Along with the concept of flower, there is another key concept called “Yugen” which is related to the 
Hana. Yet these concepts according to Zeami are distinctively different. Yugen is the elegant beauty inherent in the 
actor’s body” while the beauty of the flower determined by the perceiver of the performance (Amano 2011, p. 531). 
In Yuasa’s Eastern body mind analysis, Zeami’s notion of “flower” is analyzed as a representation of the 
performer’s “self-forgetfulness” or the “bodymind oneness.” However, this does not mean that the actor is 
hypnotically transcends to an unconscious level. Instead, Zeami’s argument is that it is the ontological state which 
allows the actor to observe her bodily being while her body and mind becomes oneness. Zeami Motokyo has 
written nearly 20 treatises on Noh theatre and among them five texts are directly addressed on the notion of 
“flower.” 
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and Chinese theatre, manifest the domination of actors’ physicality and bodily presence than the 

textual prominence. His argument is similar to the Artaudian concept of theatre, which critiqued 

the subjugation of the actor’s body in performance (Artaud 1993). Scott argues that Western 

theatre is largely a rational theatre which emphasizes the characterization, conflict, imagery and 

these key elements are interlinked with the language (textual tapestry) of the play. The unity of 

the performance is achieved through this tapestry of language written as a play text. Yet, “The 

actor as the visible embodiment of unity is dispensable” (Scott, 1975: 208). As stated here, Scott 

has rightly identified the ongoing problematic of Western and, of course, the contemporary 

realistic tradition of theatre as “a domain of the mind not the senses” (1975).  What he means by 

this is that Western theatre is largely a mind-centred phenomenon, and the Asian theatre is largely 

centred on the actor’s body.6 

 
Figure 3: Actor, Lihan Mendis and Stefan Tirimanne performing angampora ath haramba (hand combat movements) 

at Actors Lab, Mirihana, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka.  
Photo: AHEAD DOR HEMS 73 Project, UVPA Colombo, March 2021. 

 

 
6 Even though Scott is critical to Western mode of  theatre practice that elevates the text-based theatre and the 
Cartesian separation of  the proscenium, he has not been able to get away from the colonial gaze that sees the 
Western – Eastern performance making within mind and matter binary. But as discussed in this paper, Eastern 
understanding of  the body is not merely limited to a matter or an object but rather a sentient being that is living and 
being in the world.  
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4. Stillness as presence  

 

The idea of stillness generally refers to the performer’s power of expression or pre-expressivity 

that radiates on the stage (Barba, Savarese 1991: 9). It is also known as a particular energy level 

that the performer demonstrates during performance situations. However, this power of 

presence of bodily stillness is not only confined to theatrical performance situations. As social 

scientists suggest, human bodily presence functions and can be recognized in other social 

situations as well. In these social situations, the notion of presence has been alternatively referred 

to with various terms such as grace, charisma, aura, persona, power and personality. Writers such 

as Susan M. Jaeger and Jon Erickson have extensively discussed the perceptual and sociological 

implications of human presence (Krasner, Saltz 2006). Further, it is evident that actors and 

directors are well aware that a good performer radiates charismatic power that has the capacity to 

demonstrate the actor’s self on the stage and capture the audience’s perception alike (Barba 1985: 

369). Jaeger writes, “this sense involves both for the performer and for the audience an 

awareness of things uniquely coming together” (Krasner,Saltz 2006: 123). 

It is widely known that Brecht’s encounter with Mei Lan-Fang and Chinese opera in 

Moscow influenced the development of his “estrangement theory” (verfremdung) of acting 

(Liyanage 2016: 41). Stark Young writes about Fang, stating that “his gesture and movement 

pivot, is supple, well-knit and thoroughly disciplined” (Senelick 2013: 175). Young writes about a 

particular “magnetism” of Fang that captures the audience’s attention “supernaturally”. He 

argues that the power of Fang’s presence is a result of his ability to respond to the immediate 

action around him through his “nervous co-ordination” on the stage (2013: 175). 

Once the actor immigrates from her usual body-culture to a new “country of hope”, as 

Barba says, then the actor’s bodily presence begins to provide a new somatic awareness for the 

actor. As Crease and Lutterbie suggest, this process entails the actor’s ability to change her body 

image, via which she begins to present a new identity (Krasner, Saltz 2006: 173). This 

transformation not only affects the self-awareness of the actor, but reflects the ideological stances 

of such a performer as well (2006: 173). In this sense, Barba’s articulation of the presence of the 

actor is not a passive manifestation of bodily signs of the performer, but also embeds socio-

cultural meanings and ideological connotations. 

As most theatre visionaries do, Barba’s articulation of presence is elaborated with many 

metaphors and terminologies in his writings. For instance, the terms such as the “body-in-life” 
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and “dilated body” are generally used to denote and describe the stage presence of the actor. In 

addition, terms and phrases such as “the invisible, transparency”, “luminosity”, “organicity”, 

“quality of energy”, or “the network of tensions,” are used to talk about the presence of the actor 

(Barba 1972, 1985, 1988, 1989, 1994). However, in most of his writings, Barba is very cautious 

about the ways he articulates the living nature of the body and its capacities in acting practice. He 

rejects the phrase ‘body as an instrument’ commonly used in performance practices by saying that 

“when one says that the actor ‘uses his body’, one should ask oneself ‘who is using what?” and 

will then realize that the words imply a false version of reality” (Barba 1989: 311). This clearly 

indicates how Barba’s concern of the body is well informed by his broad understanding of the 

human bodily existence as a lived entity. In The Fiction of Duality (1989), Barba explains how the 

actor should relate to his body by not dividing it into a conscious subject or a body-instrument 

(Barba 1989). Barba posits the problem of the body and its subjective and objective duality thus: 

When the actor asks himself how he can refine his instrument – “use his body” – he knows very 

well that “his body” is not “his” at all but is himself (1989: 311). 

Barba describes two opposing bodily existences that the actor experiences when he begins 

to start a transformation from everyday dualistic practices to a non-dualistic stance. He defines 

the problem of the actor’s perception of the body as a contradiction between the body-object and 

the body-subject.7 In the empirical world, the actor’s body is always defined as a body that belongs 

to the self or the “I”. Cogito “I” operates as the manipulator of the body-object that “I have”. It 

is to say that I am “having my body” by dividing myself and the body as separate opposites. 

Barba acknowledges that the actor’s want to be a fully embodied subject marks his ‘sensible 

desire’ to depart the “experience of separation” (1989: 11). However, similar to the Asian theory 

of cultivation, Barba assumes that an actor’s want to get rid of this duality is not a desire of 

having an ideal vision. In other words, the actor’s departure cannot be fulfilled through acquiring 

an intellectual understanding of such a unification of the body. It is, of course, a matter of 

practice, training and iteration of the body that would provide the desired target the actor wishes 

to achieve. In Barba’s terms, it is a “program of work” (1989: 311) that the actor needs to 

succumb to her bodymind. 

 
7 In phenomenological sense, body-object and body-subject are referred to how a performer experiences her/his 
body as an object directed towards his/her consciousness and how the body is perceived as a living, sentient being in 
some instances as a subject or a consciousness. 
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As I stated, it is difficult to pin down Barba’s terminology because his writing about the 

body and its perceptual energies are written in a lyrical and metaphorical language. While 

explaining the actor’s “body-in-life” as the culmination of inner and outer faculties, Barba further 

introduces the phrase “mind-in-life” to discuss how consciousness works for the actor (Barba 

1985: 374). The body-in-life is also incarnated once the actor’s dualities are ceased to a non-

dualistic stance in the extra-daily practices. Then the question is, what does Barba mean by this 

mind-in-life? Because once the duality is intact, there should not be a separate consciousness 

functioning again over the body: bodymind seems to be integrated. In my view, Barba’s 

elaboration of mind-in-life designates the function of the perceptual aspects of the body, the 

‘subconscious’ that Stanislavski and Grotowski also saw as the source of creativity and inspiration 

for the actor. In another sense, it can be seen as the creative mover of the process of the actor’s 

work. 

In a phenomenological sense, Merleau-Ponty does not believe in such an existence as a 

hidden source of energy operating beneath our bodies. Instead, he argues that “my perception 

does not bear upon a content of consciousness, it bears upon the object we perceive” (2002: 303). 

In other words, our consciousness is always conscious of something. Barba uses three figurative 

terms to talk about the idea of consciousness operation in the actor’s enactment: the “ecstasy of 

montage”, “to think the thought” and the “mind-in-life” (Barba 1985: 374). These phrases are 

interchangeably used to discuss the inner activities of the actor. It is too early to define whether 

Barba’s notion of mind-in-life is actually an “inner activity” of the actor because he does not 

directly indicate what he really means by the notion of mind-in-life, but it is clear that, as he has 

stated in “The Dilated body on the Energies of Acting”, that it is not a “paranormal” or an 

“altered state of conscious” (1985: 370). He further writes elsewhere that the “dilated body” 

evokes the “dilated-mind” (1985). These statements affirm that this “dilated mind” may be the 

conscious state he discusses as mind-in-life or the “to think the thought” state of the actor. He 

further notes that this state is also directly related to the “level of craftsmanship’ of the actor 

(1985). 

In order to (try to) be clear, he provides a metaphor of a pack of greyhounds running 

behind a prey (1985: 374). They run together towards a target, they flock around, miss the tracks, 

lose the target, proceed backward, spread around, and then one finds a new trail, others follow 

and then, they suddenly find the prey and finally accomplish the “idea”. The actor’s “mind-in-

life”, as Barba argues, works in such a dynamic way and collaborates with the dilated body to 
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achieve the creative target. As Barba argues, the actor’s creative state (mind-in-life) is such that 

one cannot predict how the creative inspirations will develop? Like the greyhound, the mind-in-

life makes sudden direction changes and makes unexpected discoveries. 

All these stages of the actor’s creative state, as Barba indicates, are directly related to the 

actor’s bodymind and how the bodymind inhabits within a particular space and time. To think 

the thought, the mind-in-life, and ecstasy of montage, all these terms capture a similar meaning in 

Barba’s articulation of the mind aspects of the performer. They represent various fragments, 

various images, various thoughts” but are not clearly directed towards a particular endpoint or 

target. Yet, they operate according to the laws of spontaneity (1985: 374-375). The dilated body 

as well as the dilated mind, as Barba suggests, is a dynamic equilibrium of the lived body. These 

two aspects of the lived body again resonate with phenomenological descriptions of the 

perceptual and motile functions of the body. Barba states that the actor can start either from the 

mental or physical. But the important thing is whether the actor is capable of migrating from 

“one to the other” for a reconstruction of the unity (1985: 370). The actor’s movements, sudden 

changes of the body, unexpected connections, changing direction imply that his analysis of the 

dilated mind (to think the thought) works and behaves in bodily terms. These “leaps of thought” 

of the dilated body may change and create unexpected creative developments and 

transformations to the actor’s work. Barba calls them “peripeteias”. Peripeteias thus work 

through the “act of negation”. In the creative process of the actor, “behaviour of thoughts” as 

Barba terms it, act as the actions of the body and works creating opposite, unexpected twists. 

This unison of opposites works not as a solitary act of negation in the actor’s work but always as 

a “point of departure” of other individuals who are similarly being affected by it (1985: 370).    
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Sri Lanka, March 2021.  
Photo: AHEAD DOR HEMS 73 Project, UVPA, Colombo. 

 

5. Duality and the physical score  
 

As an actor, most of the questions I asked myself began with the word, “how”. How to stand, 

how to be still, how to breathe, how to move and how to turn, are a few among them. These 

questions were germinated in relation to the body under scrutiny. Although this list can go on, 

the real issue is that the more you are conscious about your body, the more you are in trouble; 

the more you are in trouble, the more you are conscious about it. As Barba has once stated, this 

“duality body” needs to be tamed “fragment by fragment, limb by limb, function by function to 

re-compose that it is the ontological state which allows the actor to observe her bodily being 

while her body and mind becomes oneness”. 

The ability to work on a score may help the actor to cultivate bodymind and further allow 

her to overcome the duality of bodymind. Yuasa identifies this phenomenon as the animal 

function consisting of sensory (eyes, ears) and motor movements (hands and legs) related to the 
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sensory motor nerves system of the body (Shaner et al. 1989). When the actor’s body is moving 

and iterated within a score, her sensory and motor movements are constantly being trained. This 

generates the actor’s upper layer of consciousness that is represented as animal function. 

Grotowski’s main actor Richard Cieslak metaphorically explains how the actor maintains her 

“animal function” as inner life within a performance score: 

 
The score is like a glass inside which the candle is burning. The glass is solid; it is there, you can 
depend on it. It contains and guides the flame. But it is not the flame. The flame is my inner 
process each night. The flame is what illuminates the score, what the spectators see through the 
score (Turner 2004: 130). 
 

As Cieslak articulates, the actor’s “inner life” or the “subscore” comprises the attuned 

bodymind that the actor experiences while performing a certain score (Turner 2004: 32-40). 

Therefore, the score, for the actor, is not only a physical narrative, but an internal flame that is 

burning as a flame of creative urge. Enacting these scores, “one enters a certain relationship with the 

form/structure through one’s cultivated perceptual/sensory awareness” (Zarrilli 2008: 645). Both 

phenomenology and the theory of attunement agree that the human body has a fundamental 

modality, that prior to our conscious level, our body is already “engaged” with the world. In 

Nagatomo’s terminology, the human body is always engaged with its “ambience”8 (Nagatomo 

1992: 179-185). This mode of “engagement” is always “actional as well as epistemic.” Merleau-

Ponty also similarly states that our body is capable of understanding the world before we 

rationally understand it (Kwant 1976). This theory of attunement helps us to understand how the 

actor’s body pre-rationally engages with the performance score. 

The performance score is a composition which constitutes somatic narratives. It has a 

beginning, middle and end. Between these two ends, every subtle movement of the body is 

intertwined with each other and creates a tapestry of dynamic composition of movements. The 

actor, as both the composer and the player of this composition, animates the score. This 

animation allows the actor to engage with the score and attune with the body by inscribing 

repetition. These somatic repetitions sediment in the bodily musculature as sensory motor 

memory. This engagement finally unites the provisional duality of the body and mind 

intertwining the bodily tranquillity (Benedetti 1973) of the actor. At the beginning of the actor’s 
 

8 Generally speaking, Nagatomo’s ideas are heavily influenced and developed through both Asian philosophy and 
European phenomenological tradition initiated by Edmund Husserl and later contributors such as Morris Merleau-
Ponty and Jean Paul Sartre. 
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task, every single movement seems intentional and forceful. Once the body is repetitively 

inscribed by the score, then the body learns to inhabit in it. Then the gap between the 

intentionality and the body becomes blurred.  

  

6. Conclusion 

This paper attempted to explore the notion of presence in the actor’s art and discussed its 

manifestations in Asian corporeal traditions. In order to explore the Sri Lankan martial art form 

angampora and its efficacy as a tool for train actors, the AHEAD DOR HEMS 73 project 

intended to establish an actor training laboratory titled Actors Lab in Colombo, Sri Lanka and 

practice Sri Lankan martial art form, angampora. One of the objectives of this research project is 

to learn angampora martial arts along with actor training methods to see how the actor’s bodily 

presence is manifested in contemporary performance practice. As discussed in the foregoing, the 

actor’s daily bodymind duality can be altered through an assiduous practice of corporeal art such 

as angampora and the actor’s presence is generated through his/her inner (consciousness) and 

outer (corporeal score) amalgamation of bodily enactment performed through a physical score.  

As this project is an ongoing performance research, the project intends to explore the angampora 

as a tool for actor training verified by the actors’ data gathered through laboratory training 

sessions in the coming months.9 
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